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> We are delighted to have produced, again in partnership with 
ACI EUROPE, a second Terminal 5 souvenir publication. The value of 
recording the journey of Terminal 5’s construction is all the more relevant 
given the velocity with which the March 2008 opening day is approaching. 

When I think back a year to March 2006, we had just handed over our 
new air traffic control tower to NATS for the installation of its specialist 
systems, and were completing the construction of the 13km tunnel 
network. Now we are looking forward to the live transfer of operations 
from old to new tower and, with the track and signalling systems 
installed, the tunnels are ready for live testing with trains; the rate of 
progress has been staggering. 

Since mid-2006, the T5 project has evolved from a building programme, 
to a completions-led programme of works. Fit-out and testing are now 
well underway and, by September, construction will have given way to the 
six-month operational readiness period. 

In the meantime – with less than 10% of the work to complete – our 
focus is very much on the finishing line. This is arguably the most 
complex period, however, and we remain resolute against complacency.

Throughout construction, as the huge steel and glass structures have 
risen from the western end of the airfield, it has been business as usual at 
the world’s busiest international airport. However, the winds of change are 
beginning to blow apace. When T5 opens, it will undeniably provide one of 
the best passenger experiences of any airport in the world. But this marks 
just the beginning.

Heathrow is vital to the health of the British economy and its continued 
success depends on its ability to remain a leading hub airport. We are 
investing £2 million a day (13 million) in improving our facilities in the 
largest sustained period of investment that the airport has ever seen. 

With the additional capacity that T5 will bring, we have, for the first time, 
an opportunity to rebuild, radically refurbish or completely redesign all of 
the airport’s terminal facilities. Beginning with Heathrow East, a project 
to replace Terminals 1 and 2 with a modern high-quality facility similar 
to T5, and the extensive refurbishment of Terminals 3 and 4, we aim to 
rejuvenate Heathrow by 2012 – in time for the London Olympics.

Prior to that, however, we look forward to the completion of T5 and 
to celebrating not only one of the UK’s most successful construction 
projects, but opening one of the world’s most exciting airport terminals.  

Foreword

Tony douglas 
Ceo HeaTHrow airPorT
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>In less than 12 months’ time, we will welcome the first customers 
through the doors of Heathrow’s Terminal 5.

This spectacular airport development represents a once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity for British Airways, and everyone in the airline is 
waiting to grab it with both hands.

The first flight tickets will go on sale in mid-April, which means 
that customers will soon start to see on their itineraries the words: 
‘Departing from London Heathrow Terminal 5’. At last, this historic 
project is becoming reality.

It is not before time. In the 15 years since the original planning 
application was made, Heathrow has been overtaken as Europe’s 
leading hub as Paris Charles De Gaulle, Amsterdam and Frankfurt 
have increased capacity and extended their route networks.

Heathrow, in contrast, has stood still. For passengers and aircraft 
alike, it has become more and more congested and delay-prone. 
For transfer passengers in particular, it has become a decreasingly 
attractive option. 

The opening of Terminal 5 marks the start of Heathrow’s fightback. 
Its customer facilities will be better than any other hub in Europe, 
and flight connections will be smoother than they have ever been. 
And the new development will be used exclusively by customers of 

‘onCe-in-a-liFeTime oPPorTuniTy’
willie walsH, Ceo, BriTisH airways

British Airways. The first thing customers will notice is how spacious, 
light and modern the building feels. It offers exciting new views of the 
world’s busiest international airfield, and unparalleled standards of 
passenger comfort and convenience. 

When departing from Heathrow, customers will enjoy much less 
queuing, faster baggage drops, accelerated boarding processes and 
better punctuality.

For customers arriving, the automated luggage systems will deliver 
bags to the carousels for pick-up as soon as immigration checks have 
been completed.

To ensure that all this happens from Day One, a huge amount of 
preparation will take place in the coming months. Testing of the IT 
and baggage systems has already begun, and we have a programme 
in place for rigorous testing of every other aspect of Terminal 5’s 
systems, processes and operational layout. 

We have reached agreement with most groups of staff over more 
efficient ways of working in our new home, and are close to agreement 
with the others.

Staff will be given extensive training and familiarisation sessions in 
T5 and undertake many full-scale ‘proving’ trials involving thousands 
of customers and bags. 

willie walsh: “The future for British airways at Heathrow 
is exciting. on march 27 next year when we open the 
doors of Terminal 5, we will be ready for it.” 
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‘we see THe FinisH 
line, BuT we’re By no 
means ComPlaCenT’
ProjeCT direCTor andrew wolsTenHolme is THe 

man wiTH THe simPle Task oF delivering T5 and 

aCHieving THe Four key TargeTs oF Being on Time, 

on BudgeT, delivering THe rigHT qualiTy and 

doing iT saFely. “we are over 90% ComPleTe now. 

we are in THe lasT delivery PHase – Final FiT-

ouT, Commissioning and sysTem inTegraTion. in 

any ProjeCT, THe lasT 10% is THe mosT ComPlex,” 

He Told ross FalConer.

> The principal structures 
are complete. T5B, for 
example, looks and feels 
finished – there is 4% or 5% 
of the final scope, such as the 
fire alarm system, to do – and 
the T5A concourse is 90% 
complete.

“We see the finish line, but 
we’re by no means complacent. 
There is absolute focus 
– it’s about crossing the line 
together and helping others 
achieve their own goals. Only 
when we have those tied down 
will we think about the finish 
line,” said Wolstenholme.

He explained that the biggest 
challenge has been the sheer 
scale of the programme of 
work. “The span of the portfolio 
is just so huge. The diversity 
of projects that must come 
together on the same day is the 
big challenge,” he said.

T5B will be complete and 
handed over in June and the 
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aim is for all of the work to be completed by September. This will allow 
a six-month period for familiarisation and training of staff and the 
testing and commissioning of systems. Operational trials will begin in 
earnest in November.

At the time of writing, 14 aircraft stands had been handed over 
and much of the landscaping had been completed, for example. On 
the ‘to do’ list is the concrete pavement on the airfield, and testing 
and commissioning of the car park. “Very excitingly, we recently 
rode on the Tracked Transit System (TTS) for the first time,” said 
Wolstenholme.

If I had offered him the current situation at the very beginning of the 
project, Wolstenholme said he would have bitten my arm off. “We are 
very confident it is going to be a great success. We are on programme 
and on budget. We are in a very good place, but are not complacent 
about what the future holds,” he said.

> ‘oPen Book aPProaCH’
The move from being a build-led to a commissioning-led project has 

been in the planning since May 2006. “We had to engender a different 
culture – a finishing culture, whereas we used to measure things like 
lineage, metre-age and tonnage,” said Wolstenholme. “Discussions 
are now principally about completions. A different level of dialogue  
is demanded.”

In terms of commissioning, the first thing that will be tested 
is that the systems do what they are designed to do. Once it has 
been confirmed that the components and subsystems work, their 
interoperability will be checked. Wolstenholme is confident of avoiding 

the three most common reasons for a terminal not opening on time 
– that the baggage system doesn’t work, the systems don’t work as a 
collective, or the airport doesn’t get a licence to operate/occupy  
the building.

Wolstenholme said: “Inevitably, things will happen that we didn’t 
expect. Because of our approach using the T5 Agreement, BAA took 
on the risk. We then created an environment which enables us to 
work with suppliers to develop the right technical solutions should 
problems emerge. On the occasions that something has gone wrong, 
the T5 Agreement has allowed us to find the solution. When BAA 
embarks on future complex projects, we will use the principles of the 
T5 Agreement.”

Getting the brief right and getting the stakeholder relationship right 
at all levels has been crucial. A particular emphasis has been placed 
on setting new standards and generating a different culture on health 
and safety. “If you look at the UK construction industry now, there 
are few areas where T5 is not used as an example of best practice. 
We ought to be very proud of the fact that we have been able to set 
examples. Every year has brought about different challenges, such as 
lifting a 30,000 tonne roof into place. We have moved the dial in terms 
of health and safety, which is something the industry will reflect on,” 
said Wolstenholme.

As he brings T5 to the finish line, Wolstenholme is looking to bring 
Heathrow East to the start line. With £9.5 billion of investment planned 
across BAA’s seven UK airports, there is no time to sit back and enjoy 
the achievement that is T5. “T5 now sets the standard to bring to the 
rest of the airport,” he said. 

wolstenholme: “we are very confident it is going to be a great success. we are on programme and on budget. 

we are in a very good place, but are not complacent about what the future holds.”
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‘engaging suPPly CHain 
To HelP manage risk’

THe T5 agreemenT Provides 

a unique way oF managing 

risk. iT seTs ouT THe 

requiremenTs in Terms oF 

PerFormanCe, Calling For 

indusTry BesT PraCTiCe as 

THe minimum wHile suPPliers 

are enCouraged To sTrive 

To aCHieve exCePTional 

PerFormanCe. in reTurn, 

Baa adoPTs all THe risk. 

“iT is aBouT idenTiFying 

risks and oPPorTuniTies 

For imProvemenT,” said T5 

CommerCial direCTor 

roB sTewarT. He sPoke To 

ross FalConer.

> BAA decided to create a new bespoke 
contract for T5 after investigating the history 
of major projects that had failed. It found 
that the cause in many cases was the way 
in which the supply chain was engaged 
and the way risk was managed. “The 
approach of offsetting risk to the supply 
chain wasn’t going to work at T5, so we set 
about engaging the supply chain to help us 
manage risk. The core values written into 
the Agreement are teamwork, trust and 
commitment,” said Stewart.

A partnership approach has been adopted. 
80 of BAA’s first tier suppliers are engaged 
in the T5 Agreement and BAA is part of the 
integrated team as project manager, rather 
than simply being the client. “Clearly we 
must maintain confidentiality, but we need 
absolute transparency of performance. If one 
supplier is falling behind programme, for 
whatever reason, the others can identify ways 
of getting it back on track. The Agreement 
encourages parties to identify risks ahead 
of time and ways of avoiding them. It’s 
about proactivity in the management of the 

programme,” Stewart said.
He gave a famous example of a troubled 

project to illustrate the efficacy of the T5 
Agreement: “If we stood on the roof of 
T5A and looked to the north we would see 
Wembley Stadium, which has occupied many 
more column inches for its failures than 
T5 has for its successes. BAA’s innovation 
through the T5 Agreement has been 
instrumental in avoiding the types of problem 
experienced on the Wembley project.”

>‘CHange is ineviTaBle’
Stewart argued that the T5 Agreement has 

been immensely successful, but by what 
criteria is its success measured? Stewart 
said he believes it should be seen as one of 
the tools to secure a successful outcome. 
The Agreement has helped achieve that 
by enabling suppliers to work together. 
BAA has identified milestones and it is by 
achieving those that it is driving the project 
forward. “I agree that uncontrolled change 
on a programme will lead to overruns, but 
change is inevitable in such a big project. 
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We must find a way for controlled 
change – in five years there will 
be technological changes for 
example – and deliver this 
without an impact on the 
overall cost and delivery of the 
project,” said Stewart.

>ProjeCT PerFormanCe
An example of where the T5 Agreement 

has been successful is in solving technical 
difficulties that were experienced with 
the ATC tower. Stewart said: “It’s a highly 
engineered structure and part way into the 
manufacturing process we found the required 
tolerances for the mast weren’t being 
achieved. Traditionally, there would have 
been a major breakdown between suppliers, 
with each looking at their contract. The T5 
Agreement meant the team came together, 
recovered the delay and delivered the tower 
to NATS four weeks early. I genuinely don’t 
believe the tower would have been finished 
on time without the T5 Agreement.”

The evidence that the Agreement is working 
is in the project performance, such as the lack 
of disputes. Four and a half years in, £3.9 billion 
spent and 90% complete, and there have been no formal 
disputes.

There has been great interest in how T5 has been set up and 
run – some specifically looking at the Agreement. BAA talked 
with the 2012 Olympic Games organisers, for example, when they 
were still working on the bid. “There are certainly aspects of the 
T5 Agreement that would benefit other major developments. 
Certainly BAA will take aspects forward into other 
programmes, but it is worth remembering that projects of 
this size don’t come around every day,” said Stewart.

>‘oPPorTuniTy oF a liFeTime’
The finish line is very much in sight. The move from 

construction to operational readiness will take place 
on 17 September. Stewart stressed the importance 
of both BAA and the supply chain sticking to the 
core values of teamwork, trust and commitment 
at this time. The close of the project, he 
said, requires the most flexibility and the 
Agreement allows this flexibility.

“The additional capacity created by T5 
gives us the opportunity of a lifetime 
to develop Heathrow, such as the 
demolition of T2 and the construction 
of the Heathrow East terminal. This 
provides a great opportunity to put 
the learning from T5 straight into 
another project, rather than it 
sitting in a report gathering 
dust. For me that’s really 
exciting,” he said.  

overcoming difficulties experienced 

with the new aTC tower highlighted the 

effectiveness of the T5 agreement. “The T5  

agreement meant the team came together,  

recovered the delay and delivered the tower 

to naTs  four weeks early,” said stewart.
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T5: ‘THe golden key’
mark BulloCk, managing direCTor oF HeaTHrow airPorT, exPlained To alex Boyles 

How T5 PresenTs THe airPorT wiTH a very sPeCial oPPorTuniTy.

> Bullock said that T5 is critical to his future plans in two 
distinct ways. The first is what T5 delivers in and of itself – “a 
modern, light, airy, state-of-the-art terminal for 30 million 
passengers”. The second is what he called “The Golden Key” – the 
opportunity to unlock “the gates of possibility” that will benefit the 
whole of Heathrow. 

A planning application is pending to build a further new terminal, 
provisionally titled Heathrow East, providing an equivalent 
experience to T5. 

“This will allow us to create a twin hub,” Bullock explained. 
“We’ll have British Airways and its [oneworld] partners to the 
west and to the east we’ll co-locate the other airline alliances in 
the other terminals. This will enable us to give a more seamless 
transfer experience to passengers and for us it’s an amazing 
opportunity to significantly improve the facilities. We’ve never had 
that chance before.”

>naTural Flow
It will come as no surprise that T5 has now set a benchmark for 

all future Heathrow and BAA projects – it is a facility built with the 
passenger and the environment in mind and designed with a view 
to running an efficient operation.

“The first thing passengers will notice is a buzz. It will feel 
like you’re in a really special and exciting place. The wayfinding 
is very intuitive and there will be a natural flow to the building. 
Passengers will be drawn into it either by the design or by the 
iconic wayfinding we are putting in place. It’ll be a lot easier to 
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>THe Final PusH
So, with a year to go, the clock is ticking and Bullock sees two main 

challenges ahead of him; the first is making sure everything has been 
done physically to open the terminal. The second is to make sure the 
whole airport works with five terminals. “There’s not a part of our 
Heathrow operation that’s not going to be affected by Terminal 5. The 
real challenge is going to be to make sure the whole airport is ready to 
operate with five terminals and that’s something we’ve been planning 
for a long, long time.”  

find your way around which, for the passenger, goes a long way to 
alleviating the stress of travel.”

T5 will benefit from a large number of automated check-in facilities, 
as BA moves towards checking in passengers online and using self-
service kiosks. The latest technology is also being applied to fast bag 
drop facilities and security.

“When you get through security, the journey really begins,” 
continued Bullock. “British Airways has got four amazing premium 
lounges and, in terms of facilities we are going to provide, there will 
be an absolutely superb retail offer of 144 retail and catering units, 
the same amount as we’ve got in the rest of the airport combined. If 
I demonstrate our intent by telling you we’ve got a Gordon Ramsay 
restaurant… that shows how bold and ambitious we’ve been with our 
retail offer.” 

Bullock believes BAA’s T5 Agreement has revolutionised major 
project planning and delivery. Meetings have already taken place to 
ensure T5 systems can be implemented in Heathrow East.

>Beyond T5
Before Terminal 5 is finished, the next phase of Heathrow’s 

development – T3 Futures – will be completed in November. The works 
are redeveloping the front of Terminal 3, with a new forecourt and 
roads and a big canopy at the front that will house self-service check-
in kiosks, extending the depth of the terminal. BAA is working with 
Virgin to provide direct access for its premium passengers. After T5, 
the next big project will be Heathrow East and the airport is expecting 
a planning decision in April 2007. 

“Heathrow East is not about capacity in any shape or form. Heathrow 
East will replace Terminals 1 and 2. If anything we will end up with 
less terminal capacity but we will replace tired, worn out buildings, 
with brand new ones. A sixth terminal is associated with a third 
runway and that’s associated with government issues and national 
policy so we’ll wait and see.”
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jonaTHon Counsell, Head oF T5 develoPmenT For Ba, Has a 

THreeFold resPonsiBiliTy: THe airline’s own ConsTruCTion 

work in and around THe Terminal – wHiCH rePresenTs an 

invesTmenT oF aBouT £330 million; THe oPeraTional readiness  

Period; and THe PHysiCal move inTo THe Terminal, seT-uP and 

oPening For live oPeraTions. joHn Frank-keyes rePorTs.

T5 Heralds new era For Ba
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> BA’s investment, Counsell said, is spread across a number of 
facilities within and outside the terminal and its satellite. These include 
no fewer than five airside lounges; facilities for 6,000 BA staff, working in 
shifts; a crew report centre which will be where 13,000 cabin crew and 
just under 3,000 pilots check-in for duty; and two airfield operational 
centres, one at either end of the terminal – these are essentially garages 
for ground support vehicles and de-icing equipment. 

There has been close collaboration with BAA throughout the entire 
planning, design and construction phases and on into fit-out. “We have 
a joint programme and delivery team in place now, and at least half my 
time is spent liaising with BAA,” Counsell noted.

Currently, the key challenge is to complete all construction by 17 
September so that the six-month period for proving trials before 
opening remains untouched. “There is always a risk that the trials 
period is regarded as a construction overspill period. That’s not going 
to happen here.”

>key BeneFiTs 
Some of the benefits to BA are self-evident: by combining the vast 

majority – but, significantly, not all – of its operations in a single 
terminal for the first time, its product offer to the customer is vastly 
enhanced. Brand new and purpose-built facilities are obviously more 
impressive. Minimum connection times for flights within T5 will 
be reduced by 15 minutes to 45 minutes once the second satellite 
building T5C opens in 2010. Aircraft turnarounds and movements 
around the terminal’s stands will also be much more efficient.

BA is also seeking a low-queue environment. “In T4, there are six 
fast bag drops. In T5, there are 96,” Counsell said. 

Other benefits are less obvious to the travelling public. For example, 
T5 represents a golden opportunity for BA to update and harmonise 
working practices which currently vary by terminal. 

>‘auTHenTiC’ Trials
The six-month trial period will be managed jointly with BAA and 

includes a volunteer strategy. Members of the public will be invited 
to take part in five advanced trials – 2,000 passengers at a time, with 
baggage. 

It has been a conscious decision to use the public, since staff already 
familiar with T5 – or the airport environment generally – will not 
behave as would the travelling public. “We need these trials to be as 
truly authentic as possible,” Counsell stressed.

These ‘passengers’ will experience the full set of processes – from 
check-in to the fast bag-drop, through immigration control, central 
search and hand-baggage screening and right through to the boarding 
gates. The arriving passenger experience will also be extensively tested. 

The single most complex element is the baggage handling system, 
and Counsell said “Denver has done us a favour – nobody wants 
that.” To avoid that risk, BA and BAA have jointly agreed on a strategy 
of using modern, but proven technology rather than anything totally 
cutting-edge. 

jonathon Counsell: “The key 

benefits to Ba are enhancing the 

product offer to the customer, 

greatly reducing queuing 

times, more efficient aircraft 

turnarounds and updating and 

harmonising working practices.”
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>TesTing, TesTing, TesTing
As for the operational readiness programme, there are two key 

elements. The first is a series of 64 proving trials which will test all the 
systems, separately, then in groups, then as a unified system. There is 
a buffer built-in to allow for re-trials if necessary. 

The second element is extensive familiarisation tours 
for all the staff that will be working in T5. This includes 
not only BA and BAA staff, but also third parties such as 
Immigration, Customs and the police. “Everybody has 
to know where everything is – even as simple a factor 
as the room numbering has to be learned. All of the BA 
Heathrow customer team – that’s 6,000 people – will have 
four days familiarisation. That makes 24,000 training 
days… and coordinating that is a challenge in itself,” 
Counsell said. “We’ll be running that familiarisation 
programme five days a week for six months.” 

>moving House…
On 27 March 2008, BA will enter the final phase – 

physically moving into the terminal. This will be in two 
steps. First, all BA’s short- and long-haul operations from 
T1, the short-haul from T4 and the Miami flights from T3 
will move to T5. Later, on 30 April 2008, the T4 long-haul 
services move into T5. 

“Basically, BA will bring the majority of operations 
across from the existing terminals in the course of a 
month or so. This will free up lots of space allowing 
BAA to reorganise which airlines go where in the other 
terminals. Over 40 airlines will change terminals in 2008. 
Essentially, T1 will accommodate the Star alliance, T3 the 
other oneworld members, including Qantas and Iberia, 
with Skyteam in T4.” 

One of the main reasons for the split move is that BA 
was advised not to jump from 0% to 100% utilisation in 
one day. “For example, in the first month we will operate 
half the baggage system at 50% capacity and the other 
half at 100% capacity.” 

>Ba in T5… and T3
Bizarrely, BA has already outgrown T5 – and will have 

to base approximately 8% of its operations in T3. “We 
had planned to sell our 757 and 767 fleets, and there is a 
shortage of stands for these aircraft at T5, so in June we 
will be moving our T1 short-haul 757 flights serving Spanish 
destinations [and Lisbon, Helsinki and Nice] into T3. In 

October, the last remaining T4-based services to Australia, which we 
share with Qantas, will also move to T3,” Counsell explained. 

>migraTion issues 
With lots of brand new equipment in T5, does that mean there is less 

to move across from the other terminals?
“Up to a point… it is true that the migration task is lessened, and 

some of the ground support equipment can be driven across – but we 
still calculate there will be 500 truckloads to move.” 

“we have a very robust trials 
programme mapped out, and 
indeed some parts of the system 
are already being tested.”

Ba has worked very closely with Baa throughout the 

entire planning, design and construction phases and on 

into fit-out. “we have a joint programme and delivery 

team in place, and at least half my time is spent liaising 

with Baa,” Counsell noted.
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sTage one: 
siTe PreParaTion and enaBling works 

JULy 02 – JULy 03

description: The preparation of the site for construction, including the removal of existing 
facilities, the archaeological and environmental works and initial stripping of site, fencing, 

temporary works for access and boreholes. Construction of site facilities and logistics centres.
works: Archaeology and environmental works. Service diversions. Levelling of site. Site access 

and roads. Boreholes. Temporary buildings.

sTage Two:
groundworks 
NOV 02 – FEB 05

description: The excavation and construction of the terminal, satellite and car park building 
basements, which include the Tracked Transit System (TTS) and rail station boxes. Bored 
tunnels: the airside road tunnel (ART), storm water outfall tunnel (SWOT), rail tunnels. 
Formation of the M25 spur embankment and Spout Lane lagoon. Diversion of the twin rivers 
and Western Perimeter Road (WPR). Airfield pavements and services.
works: Excavation and backfill. Road embankments, bridges and other highway structures. 
River structures and road diversions. Piling, foundation and basement work for terminal 
buildings and multi-storey car park (MSCP5). Drainage, road and rail bored tunnels. Baggage, 
rail and service boxes. Airfield roads, pavements & services.

sTage THree: 
major sTruCTures 

NOV 03 – SEPT 06

description: The construction of the superstructure, roof, façade and internal structure of 
Concourse A and Concourse B, MSCP5 including ramps and the Energy Centre and substations. 

Construction of the new air traffic control tower. The installation of the primary plant rooms, 
building services and systems, and installation of lifts and escalators.

works: Major building superstructures and envelopes. Primary services and systems.

sTage Four: 
FiT ouT 
FEB 05 – SEPT 07

description: Installation of baggage, specialist systems and secondary services fit out. The 
installation of the finishes, fixtures and fittings, the fitting out of public areas, retail, commercial 
areas and offices, and the commissioning of systems. The fitting out of rail tunnels and TTS. 
Landscaping to Colne Valley and landside areas. Landside roads and infrastructure. Completion 
of aircraft stands including apron services and boarding bridges. Surface movement radar, 
airfield ground lighting, etc.
works: Finishes. Fit out. Specialist systems and equipment. Commissioning of systems. Rail 
installations. Landscaping. Apron services and navigation aids.

sTage Five: 
imPlemenTaTion oF oPeraTional readiness 

OCT 07 – MARCH 08

description: The handover and transition of T5 from a construction project to an operationally 
effective facility by the time of opening – March 2008.

works: Training, access and implementation programmes. Systems final testing, handover 
procedures and programmes. Operational and security protocols and procedures. Licences and 

consents for operation. Ongoing retail fit out and provision of loose equipment.

THe key sTages

2

1

3

5

4
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THe sTarT oF a greaT journey…

For david BarTleTT, T5 Head oF design, THe 

immediaTe goal is To make T5 THe BenCHmark For 

world-Class airPorT Terminals. “However, For 

me, THe mosT exCiTing idea is THaT THis is noT THe 

end oF a journey – iT is THe Beginning oF a greaT, 

new HeaTHrow.” joHn Frank-keyes rePorTs.

> His point is that even before T5 is complete and open for 
business, BAA has considered how to bring other parts of the airport 
up to an equivalent standard. For example, Bartlett, an architect by 
training, is already working on the Heathrow East project. This is 
set to transform some of the oldest parts of the airport – T2 and the 
Queen’s Building – into a new replacement state-of-the-art facility 
capable of handling around 20 million passengers by 2012, potentially 
in time for the London Olympics.

Back in the present, Bartlett said: “Consider Heathrow as a whole, 
and it is evident that it has, over time, been given a series of sticking 
plasters. With T5, we have had the luxury of a clean sheet of paper.”

He said T5 will be a great building and will deliver a great passenger 
experience. yet he regards it not as a “designed object” but as “a 
journey, the passenger journey, broken down into its functional 
elements and then reassembled seamlessly. It’s not really a terminal. 
It’s a transit interchange.”

>seamless exPerienCe
The overall £4.3 billion T5 programme was subdivided into 16 

different major projects and hundreds of sub-projects. Passengers 
are unlikely to experience all 16 major facets in a single visit, but if 
they were to arrive by train on one occasion and by car on another, 
for example, they will pass through most major elements. “That 
means we have got to make it a coherent, seamless and joined-up 
experience,” he said. 

In this context, among Bartlett’s major challenges has been 
keeping an eye on “the big picture” while simultaneously being 
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Panasonic’s NMstage is the functional, expandable and 
secure digital signage software that helps you deliver your message 
to market. The advanced software gives you the opportunity to display 
real-time content (such as news; stock information; weather conditions; 
special offers; emergency messages), as and when required.

Featuring dynamic real-time multi-window scheduling, NMstage 
enables you to manage all of your content and schedule it out exactly 
when needed - allowing you to programme and manage content 
down to the second. NMstage also enables you to choose whether 
you manage and distribute the same content on all of the displays, 
or schedule one display at a time.

Panasonic’s NMstage is both convenient and practical, allowing 
you to monitor your signage system remotely. The player and display 
devices can be independently controlled and viewed from a network 
operations centre, from where corrective action can also be taken, 
as needed, by the systems operator.

Panasonic’s NMstage utilises the latest content technology. Your 
message can be delivered in high definition or standard definition 
video, as well as Flash, JPEG, HTML, Powerpoint and Windows 

Media Player. Additionally, all programs supported by Internet 
Explorer are also supported by NMstage.

The system is designed with large scale implementation in mind 
and is capable of meeting the requirements of small to large scale 
deployments, enabling you to deliver your message to virtually any 
number of people, using virtually any type of display.

With Panasonic’s NMstage you have the opportunity to deploy 
your targeted digital signage network directly to the most advanced 
display devices on the market.  Panasonic offers 37”, 42”, 50” and 65” 
HD/SD single and multiple plasma displays; LCD displays; vertical 
and horizontal interactive kiosks, as well as projection systems.

With scalable and customisable hardware and software solutions, 
NMstage can be used for virtually any application you choose.  Use 
any media: Flash; pictures; movies; websites, on any number of 
plasma displays; projectors; LCDs or even Astrovision. Your content 
is in your control. NMstage is ideally 
suited to a broad range of industries; 
from travel and hospitality, to retail, 
finance and education.

GET THE MESSAGE
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involved at the very detailed level. He described this as “working at 
different ‘altitudes’ within the same project” where there are different 
problems, different solutions and different skills, all of which must 
nevertheless co-exist within a continuity of vision.

Interestingly, unlike some architects who resent their designs being 
compromised by commercial imperatives, Bartlett said he was very 
proud of the integration of media and advertising in the retail areas. 
“We have been joined at the hip with the retail team all along. We have 
integrated retail and media from the very outset. It is not an add-on. 
Retail is a fact of life, and I’m excited at how this will animate the 
space.” 

>T5 and Ba
As with all terminals, there are large areas that the travelling public 

are not likely to see, but Bartlett insisted the attention paid to back-of-
house design elements has to be equal to that paid to front-of-house. 
“The passenger experience and the staff experience have to be given 
equal consideration. The staff are being asked to serve the customers 
at a very high level, so it is only right that the staff experience is 
considered just as much. So there has to be the same level of 
thought… but not the same level of finishes.”

This was exemplified in a programme called Shared Visioning that 
has led to the creation of some joint workspace areas that feature 
good working conditions and in particular the use of natural light. 

“It has been a really good collaboration with BA,” said Bartlett. 
“From a design point of view, this has been excellent joined-up 
thinking to deliver a world-class passenger experience.”

He added: “It is a testament to the flexibility of the building as a 
whole that we have been able to accommodate changes in emphasis 
here and there. For example, BA decided it wanted more self-service 
check-in positions, and we were able to deal with this even quite 
late on. BA also wanted clear branding in certain areas to remind 
passengers just who it is that is handling them in this terminal. This 
isn’t always easy, but we are working it through.”

Bartlett: “Back-
of-house design 

was considered as 
important as front-
of-house. staff are 

being asked to serve 
the customers at a 
very high level, so 
it is only right that 

their experience 
is considered 

just as much as 
the passenger 

experience.”

Bartlett: “it has 

been a really good 

collaboration with 

Ba. From a design 

point of view, this 

has been excellent 

joined-up thinking 

to deliver a world-

class passenger 

experience.”
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>eureka momenT
Brian Edes, a design manager in Bartlett’s 

team, said that BAA is hoping that 40% to 
50% of passengers will use public transport 
to reach T5. 

“T5 is a totally integrated interchange 
with rail at the heart. I’d say one of the key 
‘eureka moments’ of the whole project was 
when we were thinking about how and where 
passengers arriving at the rail platforms 
could come up into the departures area.”

By choosing to separate the car park block 
from the main terminal with the great canyon 
of the interchange plaza between, it enabled 
the use of a transparent railway station roof 
to bring natural light down onto the ends of 
the platforms. Passengers disembarking 
from the underground or Heathrow Express 
trains will immediately be able to see where 
to go by following the source of the light. 

>FirsT ‘Planes’
“That space between the terminal and car 

park is really quite unusual and enabled 
the design of what is effectively a London 
square. This will have 40 mature plane 
trees, fountains, seating areas, artworks, 
even the possibility of extending some of 
the cafe areas outdoors when the weather 
permits.” The recent arrival of the trees 
also led to a great headline in the internal 
staff newsletter, Edes said: ‘First planes 
land at T5’.

>TesT PHase
Bartlett added that he and his team would 

be intimately involved in operational readiness 
preparations. “There’s a lot that has to be 
learnt from all this – to see what worked well, 
where we need to improve. Projects like T5 
don’t come along very often.”  

Bartlett: “we have been joined at the hip with 

the retail team all along. it is not an add-on. 

retail is a fact of life, and i’m excited at how this 

will animate the space.” 
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Our future is your future      

Mott MacDonald is a global management, engineering and development 
consultancy with a turnover exceeding £600 million and 10 000  
employees. Our vision has shaped some of the most spectacular  
aviation projects around the world and we deliver cutting edge 
knowledge and expertise to airports, airlines, governments, financiers 
and suppliers. Our comprehensive services to aviation range from 
strategy, forecasting, airport master planning to design, supervision 
and maintenance.

As one of BAA’s first-tier integrated suppliers we’re forging ahead to  
help deliver the £4.3 billion Heathrow Terminal 5 project. We’re design 
engineer for all substructures and foundations as well as providing 
services including project and programme management.

To find out how we can share our vision for the future  
contact Chris Chalk:

t +44 (0)20 8774 2896
e chris.chalk@mottmac.com
w www.mottmac.com

Clear vision for air transport planning



>The design definition phase was to ensure the four key aspects of 
the project – functionality, aesthetics, performance and operational 
processing – came together in a timely fashion, with clear sign-off 
from all stakeholders, West explained.

“It has been essential to maintain the big picture from the key 
systems right down the last widget, by managing the numerous 
supplier interfaces and ensuring a good fit with the original design. 
I’d say we are 90% there now, but the last 10% is always the most 
challenging, difficult and time-consuming,” he said. 

The scores of first-tier suppliers and contractors and hundreds of 
second-tier sub-contractors all required coordination. “you have to get 
suppliers moving on as many parts of the project as possible – all at 
once,” said West.

Carlson commented: “What sets the T5 project apart is the method 
of collaborative working. This solution-driven structure enables issues 
to be resolved quickly and with confidence.”

‘Business noT as usual’

PasCall+waTson Has Been involved wiTH THe T5 ProjeCT sinCe january 2000. iniTially 

BrougHT in To suPPorT THe Close ouT oF THe ConCePT design sTage, iTs FunCTion 

evolved From may 2001 To inTegraTing THe deFiniTion design PHase. sTeve wesT, P+w’s 

T5 arCHiTeCTural design Team leader For Buildings and julian Carlson, a Field 

engineering leader, ouTlined THe ComPany’s role To joHn Frank-keyes.

P+w has 205 staff altogether 
with about 40 currently 
employed on the T5 project. 
at the peak period, during the 
spring of 2006, it was up to 
around 70, a third of the total. 

steve west: “it has been essential to maintain the big 

picture from the key systems right down to the last 

widget, by managing the numerous supplier interfaces 

and ensuring a good fit with the original design.”
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> ‘BuildaBiliTy’
The challenge for P+W was to integrate a large number of suppliers. 

“It was not business as usual,” said Carlson. “It was a new way of 
working, because many of them were used to having a fully finalised 
design presented to them and being told: ‘build that’. The benefit here 
is that suppliers got to understand how all the various pieces have to 
fit together and how everything is interlinked. This brought a new level 
of ‘buildability’ into the design and led to ‘right-first-time solutions’ 
– an approach you could characterise as ‘How can we build it best?,” 
he added.

The T5 Agreement really does work, Carlson added. “It’s the end of 
the claim and blame culture. This has been a step change for many 
suppliers. True, there was initial scepticism: “Can it really be like 
this?” but those fears proved unfounded. In fact, this approach has 
actually freed things up.”

> Tidy and saFe
West stressed that quality and safety are always considered the two 

ultimate drivers. “This is the tidiest and safest construction site I’ve 
ever worked on. A safety culture is inculcated in every site worker 
from day one.”

He said he talks every single day with David Bartlett, the BAA T5 
head of design and very frequently with project director Andrew 
Wolstenholme. 

“In terms of size, value and complexity the T5 project is head and 
shoulders above any other construction project in the UK – maybe only 
Wembley Stadium comes anywhere near it,” said West.

“It is not a cliché to say that this is history in the making. It is 
groundbreaking. The whole world will be looking at this. That’s what 
drives me, personally. It is far and away the biggest project of my 
career,” he added. 

He said airports are such an exciting environment because they are 
never finished. “There is always renovation of existing facilities, or 
expansion and construction of new elements. It’s a very live, dynamic 
environment.” 

He praised the degree of collaborative decision making between 
BAA, the concept architect, Rogers Stirk Harbours and Partners, and 
P+W, while recognising others also played a major role in different 
parts of the project, such as HOK and Chapman Taylor.

> TransFeraBle lessons
Could this collegiate approach be carried over into other projects? 

For Carlson, it depends on the scale and complexity. “Take Dublin 
T2 where Pascal+Watson has a similar role. It’s really a rather more 
traditional contract, but there are some techniques that could be 
employed.

“Certainly, for BAA, which is now thinking about the next investment 
phase at Heathrow East, there are many lessons that can be carried 
forward.” 

julian C
arlson: “This w

as a new
 w

ay of w
orking 

[that] brought a new
 level of ‘buildability’ into the 

design and led to ‘right-first-tim
e solutions’.”
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a sound sTraTegy

> There are two fundamental aspects to acoustics at T5 – the 
noise generated by aircraft outside and the noise requirements inside. 
“When we started on this, we had to take into account Concorde, 
which was still flying then, but we came to the view that to insulate the 
building against this aircraft’s noise profile for a few seconds only, was 
really not worth it. It would have meant substantial additional expense 
and work that was very difficult to justify. As it turned out, this was a 
good decision,” Boulter said. 

Concorde apart, aircraft noise on site was a major consideration. 
“Various factors come into play, particularly how heavily the aircraft 
is loaded – with passengers, bags and fuel – as this determines how 
quickly it gets airborne,” he explained. 

> ‘aCCePTaBle levels’
He said that as the roof is a large area and relatively light, ARUP was 

able to insulate this to keep external noise to acceptable levels. “That 
is not to say inaudible. you are in an airport with aircraft taking off and 
landing, so a degree of noise is not unreasonable. But it has to be kept 
to acceptable levels,” he said. 

“you have also got to avoid echoing noises within the terminal. 
We’ve all been in 
railway stations 
where the platform 
announcements are 
unintelligible… Clarity 
of announcements is 
imperative because 

of the possibility that an emergency might occur and the evacuation 
messages must be clear.”

Were there specific difficulties with T5? “It can be difficult with 
public buildings that have hard floors and glazed walls. This really 
only leaves the roof as the place to control the acoustics within the 
terminal.”

Overall, he said, the sheer scale of T5 was helpful. “The shape 
works well too, with the inclined glass walls pushing the sound up 
into the roof space which is where we want it to go after if has been 
heard by the passengers within the terminal. We first direct the sound 
at people, then channel it up and away to avoid the echo effect of it 
bouncing straight back.”

> soundlaB simulaTion
He also noted that there was a risk of sound leakage from one 

floor to another, due to the ‘loose envelope’ design of the terminal. 
Boulter used a process of auralisation [think visualisation] in ARUP’s 
SoundLab, where a digitally-mastered 3-D sound mock-up replicated 
the effect of being in T5. “So we could say: ‘This is how it sounds on 
this floor, and this is how it sounds coming from another floor.’ We 
tested all this on BAA operations people with extensive experience of 
how passengers react to announcements. It is remarkably realistic.”

SoundLab is used in the design of concert halls and other large 
public spaces. ARUP has these facilities in London, New york, 
Melbourne, Hong Kong and also Glasgow. 

niCk BoulTer, an aCousTiC ConsulTanT For aruP aCousTiCs, Has worked on 

THe T5 ProjeCT sinCe 1997. any Building’s aCousTiCs are driven By a numBer oF 

FaCTors inCluding THe arCHiTeCTure, THe Building serviCes and THe inTerior 

design. an aCousTiC engineer Takes all THese inTo aCCounT. 
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Q: Will the opening of T5 next year significantly increase the 
challenge of maintaining an appropriate level of security 

across the airport campus as a whole?
A: Given the enormous size of the T5 project, there 

are always challenges around delivering such an 
undertaking. However, Terminal 5 is a modern, purpose 

built terminal that was designed with the current 
demands on security in mind.

Q: Will you treat T5 as a separate unit (given its size 
and distance from the other terminals) or is it to be 

integrated into a whole airport security system?
A: The process of integrating T5 into the main part of 

Heathrow’s operation is well under way. Although T5 
is currently not designated as ‘airside’, it will be soon 

and, hence, will be part of the normal airport campus.

Q: Will passengers notice anything different in T5 in 
terms of security compared with the existing terminals?

A: The main difference will be in the size of the area 
set aside for security. For example, when Terminal 2 was 

opened in 1956, the requirement for security was quite 
different, hence, the area set aside in the building design was 

small. Obviously, in today’s environment, security is our number 
one concern. This fact has been reflected in T5’s design.

Q: Is it possible to ‘future-proof’ security systems, or are they 
designed to incorporate new technological breakthroughs as they 

emerge at unknowable points in the future?
A: Heathrow uses the latest security technology and we continually 

strive to improve our processes. We also work very closely with the 
Department for Transport on the development of new security screening 

technology designed to deal with the threats of the future. 

noBody wiTHin Baa, BriTisH airways or indeed 

among THe Travelling PuBliC needs reminding 

THaT seCuriTy is, was and always will Be, THe 

ParamounT PrioriTy. naTurally, seCuriTy Has Been 

BuilT in To THe T5 design From THe very Beginning. 

However, donna BooTe, airPorT seCuriTy leader aT 

HeaTHrow, exPlained a liTTle oF THe THinking.

‘FuTure-ProoFing’ 
T5 seCuriTy
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MITIE 
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for takeoff

MITIE is the official cleaning contractor appointed 
by BAA and BRITISH AIRWAYS / EMCOR Facilities 
Services for Heathrow Terminal 5

service with passion

For further information please contact 
Matthew Fieldhouse 
020 7346 0160 or 07795 971764
www.mitie.co.uk



‘Come early, Tell your Friends’
niCk zieBland, THe man BeHind T5’s reTail vision, exPlains all To alex Boyles.

>T5’s 200,000sqft retail proposition has been at the forefront of BAA minds 
from the outset of the project. “From the beginning we’ve made sure we’ve got 
the right space in the right place and that in terms of retail layout and passenger 
flows, we are working with the grain of the building,” explained Nick Ziebland, 
retail strategy director and retail director, T5. “The key to success will be giving 
people an experience that will make them actively want to spend time in the 
terminal. If we do the right thing by the passenger then we will be rewarded.”

> suBTle, seasonal and oFTen
One phrase that has been closely associated with T5 as far as retail is 

concerned is ‘Come early, tell your friends’ but Ziebland is quick to point out 
that this is not a call to arms directed at the consumer, rather a description of 
the behaviours BAA would like to achieve. “We’re not necessarily planning a 

nick ziebland: “The key 
to success will be giving 
people an experience 
that will make them 
actively want to spend 
time in the terminal. if 
we do the right thing by 
the passenger then we 
will be rewarded.”

nick ziebland, retail strategy director and retail director, T5: “we’re not planning a revolution, more 

evolution. There will be significant innovations plus a multiplicity of smaller scale improvements. 

Changes will be subtle, seasonal and often, so that over time the passenger will think: ‘i wonder what 

has changed this time? i’ll get there half an hour early and see what’s going on’.”
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Airside, the retail offering has been consciously divided; luxury 
international retailers will be located at the southern end of the 
terminal, while the northern end will be contemporary aspirational but 
also more family orientated. The differences will be reflected in the 
immediate environment through seating configurations, fit outs and 
use of space. 

> T5 – jusT THe Beginning
With such a significant number of applications for concessions it 

was inevitable that several retailers, some current BAA partners, 
were going to face disappointment. Ziebland accepts that this has 
the potential to disrupt business relationships but stressed that T5 
marks the beginning of a period of great change at BAA. “This is 
one of a large number of opportunities. At Heathrow alone we have 
the Heathrow East project coming up as well as improvements to 
Terminals 1, 3 and 4. And in the wider group we have developments 
coming up at Stansted, Glasgow and Gatwick. It would be very 
regrettable if business partners decided that not winning a pitch at T5 
marks the end of our relationship.”

> THe Final CounTdown
The biggest challenge lies ahead; not only does Ziebland and his 

team have to ensure that concessionaires keep the promises made 
during the tender process, they have to ensure they are completed on 
time. Fitting out of units began a month ago and concessionaires have 
been allocated time frames in which to complete the process. If they 
fail to meet their set deadline, BAA can’t guarantee that fit outs will be 
carried out prior to the terminal opening. 

“If they do not get on site when we ask, then they may not get on at 
all. We can only have so many people on site at once since we have 
many other activities going on. This isn’t a shopping centre, it’s an 
airport.”

Having dedicated a great proportion of the last decade to the project, I 
ask whether Ziebland has got a long holiday planned. “I certainly have. 
I’m not sure where I’m going yet but I’m planning on going from T5.”. 

revolution, more evolution. People won’t come to T5 and not recognise 
it as an airport terminal. But there will be significant innovations 
plus a multiplicity of smaller scale improvements, so it will be the 
sum of the parts that registers. Changes will be subtle, seasonal and 
often, so that over time the passenger will think: ‘I wonder what has 
changed this time? I’ll get there half an hour earlier next time and see 
what’s going on.’”

> Five CHallenges
The mix of concessionaires is a crucial consideration and with a 

year left before the terminal is due to open, 98% of the contracts have 
been finalised. Concessions were offered through both the traditional 
tendering process and approaches by T5 to identified targets, such as 
chef Gordon Ramsay who has agreed to open a restaurant in  
the terminal. 

Whittling down the volume of bids received presented a significant 
challenge. Potential concessionaires were given five ‘promises’ 
they had to address in their proposals before their application 
was considered, they were: surprise; satisfy; simplify; tempt and 
respect, the thinking being to encourage retailers to be creative. “We 
wanted our partners to think beyond business as usual,” explains 
Ziebland. “Getting the mix right was the most crucial consideration 
and sometimes that meant accepting bids that enhanced our offer 
rather than always accepting the best deal. We want our mix to be a 
statement, that’s how you maximise revenue.”

> BalanCing aCT
Details of which retailers passengers will find at the terminal are 

being released on a daily basis, but at the time of publishing Harrods, 
Paul Smith, Tiffany, Mulberry, Caviar House & Prunier and Caffe 
Amato will be found alongside operators such as Starbucks, Caffe 
Nero, Eat, Krispy Kreme and Apostrophe. When the complete list 
is finally unveiled a ‘Best of British’ thread will become apparent, 
although at this stage Ziebland refuses to be drawn further on the 
shape this ideal will take.

gordon ramsay looks less 
than impressed by some 
T5 workers’ choice of 
breakfast. The michelin-
starred chef will be serving 
more adventurous cuisine 
at his T5 restaurant, 
indicative of the scope of 
the terminal’s retail offer. 
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T5 To deliver ‘HigH-qualiTy 
sTaTion exPerienCe’
T5 CannoT oPen To THe PuBliC wiTHouT THe HeaTHrow exPress and PiCCadilly 

line exTensions oPening on THe very same day – noT THe day BeFore or THe day 

aFTer, BuT 27 marCH 2008 iTselF. THaT was a requiremenT oF THe PuBliC inquiry, 

wHiCH HigHligHTs THe imPorTanCe PlaCed on landside surFaCe aCCess To T5. 

ross FalConer sPoke To Head oF T5 rail and Tunnels ian Fugeman.

> The planning permission for T5 stipulated that the Heathrow 
Express could be extended as long as provision was left for a potential 
western extension. AirTrack, a scheme under consideration, would 
connect to the west with the main line at Staines, something Fugeman 
explained will greatly improve the rail service to the airport. “We have 
safeguarded for the western extension by providing the necessary 
infrastructure at the T5 station. This provides the ability to tunnel 
under the A3044 in future,” he said. “Platforms 1 and 2 of the western 
extension are built and safeguarded. All safety systems, including 
ventilation have been considered. The point of all that is a focus on 
investment for the future.” There is a commitment to increasing the 
number of passengers travelling to the airport by ‘green’ modes of 
transport – the provision of quality rail services is a part of that.
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> signalling sysTem inTegraTion
BAA will operate the rail station – where all Heathrow Express 

and Piccadilly Line services will enter – located beneath the main 
T5A building. This is most unusual in terms of the Piccadilly Line 
extension, as London Underground typically operates the majority of 
Underground stations. 

“Platforms 3 and 4 will serve Heathrow Express. Platforms 5 and 
6 will serve the London Underground. It will be a very high-quality 
station experience, with plenty of light and space. While passenger 
numbers will be high, they will not be as high as at a city centre 
station, so there is immediately an advantage there,” said Fugeman.

Passengers getting off either a Heathrow Express or London 
Underground train will have the same high quality experience. They 
will take a lift from platform level 32m up to departure level. There will 
be five 50 person lifts dedicated to rail passengers. The idea is that 
passengers will be drawn towards natural light, making wayfinding 
very much an intuitive process.

“The testing process is virtually complete. We are currently 
undertaking the final bit of integration of the signalling system. 
This involves a lot of people and a lot of process. We will then hand 
over to the operator to commence trial operations. For the London 
Underground, this will take place on 1 July. The Heathrow Express 
handover will take place later in the year,” said Fugeman.

He explained that a particularly difficult part of the project is the 
integration of a new signalling system with old, alongside the notable 
challenge of meeting the requirements of Network Rail and London 
Underground, which are very strict.

> 13.5km oF Bored Tunnel
The Airside Road Tunnel (ART) will play a fundamental role in the 

transportation of passengers from the Central Terminal Area (T1, 
2 and 3) to T5. The 1.3km twin bore single lane tunnel has been 
completed and was opened in 2005. “That is a £140 million project 
delivered and in operation,” said Fugeman. “There is 13.5km of bored 
tunnel below Heathrow, work that was done without disturbance to 
any party.” 

Fugeman: “Platforms 
3 and 4 will serve 
Heathrow express. 
Platforms 5 and 6 
will serve the london 
underground. it will 
be a very high-quality 
station experience, 
with plenty of light 
and space.”
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TTs: leading-edge TeCHnology
THe TraCked TransiT sysTem (TTs) will Provide an essenTial 

underground link BeTween THe THree Terminal Buildings 

THaT will make uP THe T5 CamPus. THe sTaTe-oF-THe-arT 

sysTem will use a HigH-sPeCiFiCaTion auTomaTed PeoPle 

mover (aPm), iniTially BeTween T5a and T5B and, From 2010, 

To THe seCond saTelliTe Building, T5C. ross FalConer sPoke 

To sTaTion and TTs ProjeCT leader malColm maskill and 

aPm TeCHniCal leader jon BraCkPool.

> The driverless vehicles, built by 
Bombardier Transportation in Pittsburgh, 
were shipped to the UK in July and August 
last year. In September, the six 15-tonne 
‘automated vehicles’, each able to carry 
75 passengers, were delicately lowered by 
crane down a 12m shaft into the tunnel 
system of the TTS, ready for the start of 
commissioning.

The system will move 6,500 passengers 
per hour at a speed of 31 miles per hour, 
and transport more people between T5A 
and T5B daily than both the Piccadilly line 
and Heathrow Express will bring into T5. 
The vehicles will run along two tracks 
or guideways – North and South – going 
through two parallel tunnels every 90 
seconds, with a journey time of 45 
seconds. “Undoubtedly, 
people will be 
quite 

The 15-tonne ‘automated vehicles’ were lowered by crane down a 12m shaft into the 

tunnel system of the TTs, ready for the start of commissioning.
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surprised at the rapidity of their 
journey between A and B,” said 
Maskill. There is a total of 670m of 
dual guideway. The key challenges 
stem from the fact that work on the 
TTS is taking place underground. 
Even getting the materials in to 
do the job presents a challenge. 
“We interface with a lot of other 
projects on T5. Because of that 
and the fact that some services, 
such as electricity and water are 
coming to us from T5A and T5B, 
we are not the masters of our own 
destiny in many respects,” said 
Maskill. “Logistically, getting the 
vehicles underground safely was 
a challenge, however through 
careful planning this was managed 
successfully.”

Because the TTS will be airside, 
it is necessary to maintain 
segregation between departing and 
arriving passengers; the platforms 
are physically segregated. As 
the platforms are underground, 
they have light floor finishes and 
ceiling panels, as well as a tunnel 
ventilation system providing fresh 
air and pressure release. The 
acoustics address the fact that, 
as Brackpool put it, the platforms 
are effectively within concrete 
boxes. The platforms have glazed 
screenwork rather than being 
open. “We need some means of 
intrusion protection as there are 
no drivers to stop the trains. The 
glazed screenwork has automatic 
doors to allow passengers onto the 
trains. Between those are manual 
breakout doors in case a train 
misaligns,” said Brackpool.

> ‘PinCHed looP ConFiguraTion’
There is now a live transit environment, which must be safely 

operated alongside other works. “We have a live track and moving 
vehicles” said Maskill. Physical vehicle testing began just before 
Christmas, a process that will run to July. Reliability tests will then 
begin, with vehicles running up and down the track for 24 hours 
at a time. Phase 1 handover – for travel in a straight line between 
T5A and T5B – will occur on 17 September. After that, Phase 2 will 
be complete by 30 November, in what is known as a ‘pinched loop 
configuration’, which will allow crossover from one track to another. 
This configuration will allow the use of multiple tracks and trains, 
enhancing capacity and frequency. Brackpool said: “Initially, two 
independent shuttles will be operated between T5A and T5B. In 2010, 
when T5C opens, the system will operate on a pinched loop, which will 
allow a maximum of four trains to operate simultaneously.”

Building the vehicles and train control equipment in a factory in the 
US and bringing them into a tunnel at T5 is an exercise that Maskill 
explained is relatively indeterminate. “As always things can go wrong 
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maskill: “as always things 
can go wrong and you cannot 
determine how long fault-
finding will take. as with the 
testing of any complex systems, 
there are inevitably going to be 
some issues. But we met, for 
example, the target date of 29 
january for the start of dynamic 
testing bang on schedule. we 
are very much looking towards 
the finishing line now – Phase 1 
testing begins in july and that 
isn’t far away.”
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and you cannot determine how long fault-finding will take,” he said. 
“As with the testing of any complex systems, there are inevitably going 
to be some issues. But we met, for example, the target date of 29 
January for the start of dynamic testing bang on schedule. We are very 
much looking towards the finishing line now – Phase 1 testing begins 
in July and that isn’t far away.”

> moving BloCk sysTem
BAA was the first client to order Bombardier’s Innovia vehicle. It 

will be the second actually to use it, as Dallas Fort Worth airport has 
already put its system into operation. Brackpool said: “Bombardier 
has two automated people mover (APM) products – the newer product 
is Innovia. We selected Innovia early in its product development, and 
this enabled us to influence its development and make improvements 
to reliability, maintainability and passenger experience. We have been 
able to obtain a lot of learning from Dallas Fort Worth and apply  
that to T5.”

The vehicles comply with the BS6853 fire performance standard 
and are fully accessibility compliant. “They are innovative vehicles in 
terms of both fire performance and accessibility – meeting the latest 
standards. An intumescent coating is applied to the vehicles. This 
leading-edge technology is a first for Bombardier – it means that in 
the event of a fire, the coating swells in thickness to provide a certain 
amount of fire resistance. We worked very closely with Bombardier 
Transportation on the specification and definition of the user 
requirements,” said Maskill.

It will also be the first application of a moving block communication 
based train control system – Bombardier’s ‘Cityflo 650’ – in the 
UK. Rigorous testing of the propulsion and train control systems 
took place at Bombardier’s automated test track. The moving block 
technology enables the vehicles to communicate continually with an 
antenna that is fixed along a guideway, so the train control knows 
exactly where every vehicle is at all times. “The vehicle has a map, 
which is checked by measuring itself along the track and resetting the 
datum at fixed points, it knows where the other vehicles are. It enables 
more flexibility, more trains on the system and reduced headways (the 
distance between trains),” said Brackpool.

This means that the vehicles can operate safely and at speed much 
closer to each other than on the fixed block system that other train 
systems use, with less infrastructure. The running surface has been 
constructed to very high tolerances to enable as smooth a journey  
as possible. 
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aPm in TesT and Commissioning PHase
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>
 Bombardier was selected as the T5 APM supplier back in 

1998. “BAA chose to take an innovative approach by selecting firms 

in advance of having the actual systems designed. It felt that by 

using the expertise of these firms in developing the designs of 

their respective system, the design and system costs would be 

optimised. Initial work on the APM under this arrangement was 

similar to what a transit consultant would traditionally perform 

in defining system requirements and ultimately the design 

specification. Our work included developing feasibility studies, 

design optimisation, system definition, 

and schedule integration. The result of 

this work is the APM system which is 

being implemented today,” said Morgan.

The Innovia system utilises a rubber-

tyred vehicle with an energy efficient 

AC propulsion system, steerable axles 

for improved ride quality, state-of-

the-art materials and a simplified 

guideway interface. It also features 

‘Cityflo 650’ automatic train control 

– a communication-based signalling 

technology. This moving block technology 

enables vehicles to operate safely at 

higher speeds and closer distances 

than a traditional fixed block technology 

would allow.

Design and manufacturing of the system equipment took place at 

the Bombardier facility in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The vehicles and 

the automatic train control equipment underwent static, dynamic 

and system integration testing in both the facility and Bombardier’s 

automated test track prior to shipment. All APM equipment has been 

delivered to the site and is completely installed, with the system 

currently in the test and commissioning phase. The vehicles are 

powered up and running in both manual and automatic modes. 

Site testing began in late 2006 and will culminate in a 60-day 

demonstration test regime, where a stringent operating availability 

level must be met before the system handover for trial operations can 

take place.>‘one-oF-a-kind exPerienCe’

Morgan explained that one of the key challenges with the T5 

APM system has been its integration into a highly constrained site, 

working to a very tight schedule and under constant review from 

interested parties. He said: “The T5 project has also focused strongly 

on the achievement of a new benchmark for health and safety at 

large construction sites. By engaging with all suppliers, including 

Bombardier, to date the T5 site has twice achieved a duration of two 

million hours between reportable accidents. 

Because the system is driverless and in a tunnel environment, it 

was required to meet the highest standards set by the new UK fire 

regulations (BS6853) for underground rail vehicles. As it is also one of 

the first applications of a moving block signalling system in the UK, all 

of the relevant statutory bodies have also been engaged and partnered 

with since the beginning of the design phase.

“The T5 project is much more unique than anything 

we have ever been involved with. To execute the 

project, BAA chose to take an innovative approach 

utilising a completely different partnering agreement 

and philosophy that is unprecedented in the 

industry, let alone a project of this size, nature and 

magnitude. It has posed a whole set of new and 

different challenges, and has also provided a truly 

one-of-a-kind experience and opportunity. It has 

been a privilege to be associated with the project and 

everyone is looking forward to its continued success 

and final completion,” said Morgan. 

Trial operations of Bombardier’s 

innovia aPm system are scheduled to 

begin in september 2007.

The aPm vehicles were designed and 

manufactured at Bombardier’s facility in 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. six vehicles have 

been delivered to the site and are in the test 

and commissioning phase.
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in for the long haul

Intelligent airport solutions fly in the face of 
convention.

Protecting your investment. It’s so important. Whether you’re designing 

a brand new airport facility or simply extending or enhancing an 

existing one. As is integrating airport building management systems 

with airport operations to help create a safe, secure, comfortable 

and energy efficient environment. One that’s not only flexible enough 

to cope with the constantly changing requirements of the terminal 

buildings or apron infrastructure, but also operationally efficient and, 

ultimately, improves your return on investment. At Honeywell, we develop and deliver fully-integrated 

system solutions specifically tailored for the effective management of airport buildings. But more than 

that, we embrace innovation and champion pioneering ideas. Whether they’re for today, or tomorrow.



THe key To 
‘de-risking’ 
oPeraTions niCk gaines, T5 Head oF sysTems inTegraTion 

and Head oF iT For lHr as a wHole, Has a Clear 

view oF His Task – “inTegraTion, quiTe simPly, 

is Bringing THings TogeTHer – in THis Case 

eleCTroniC and iT sysTems – and all Forms oF 

inTegraTion Here are my CHallenge!” 

joHn Frank-keyes rePorTs.

> Gaines said the biggest risk is re-work. “We can’t afford the 
delay, so we don’t allow any system near the T5 site unless it has been 
thoroughly tested first. We can’t afford the time to put in a system only 
to find it’s not right for some reason.” 

This precautionary principle ties in with BAA’s attitude to managing 
technological risk. “This is quite simple, but absolutely vital,” he 
noted. The most common reason for failure is over-complicated 
system integration. BAA therefore does the minimum required to 
reach its objectives and operational performance levels. It calls this 
avoidance of unnecessary complication ‘bumping along the bottom’.

The second plank of the strategy is to use the least sophisticated 
open industry standards consistent with its needs and objectives. This 
serves to “de-couple” the airport from the “whims” of its IT providers. 

The Baa approach to managing technological risk is to do 

the minimum required to reach operational performance 

levels and to use the least sophisticated open industry 

standards consistent with its needs and objectives.
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In the fast-moving airport environment, digital displays 

need to deliver for up to 24 hours a day, seven days a 

week. Whether it is high visibility fl ight and baggage 

information, critical air traffi c control data, or attention 

grabbing retail signage systems, NEC has developed 

a comprehensive range of durable, heavy duty digital 

signage solutions for all applications. 

With a proven track record across all sectors of 

the airport environment and display installations in 

over 50 airports across Europe, NEC can provide a 

complete portfolio of display solutions. 

In addition to the best possible displays, NEC products 

also offer features such as long cable connection 

compensation, integrated network controllers, and 

comprehensive remote control and monitoring.  All 

backed with a 3 year manufacturer warranty. 

The very highest standards of Japanese design and 

performance, tailored for the demanding airport 

environment.

www.nec-displays.co.uk

All rights reserved. Errors and Omissions Excepted. Copyright NEC Display Solutions UK Limited February 2007. * Conditions apply.
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“We prefer generic, simple interfaces to avoid the ripple effect. A 
domestic example of that would be upgrading to a new operating 
system on a home PC. Suddenly, half the other software won’t work 
properly and you have to upgrade all that as well. So we employ 
international standards to force all our suppliers to use the same 
simple interfaces.” 

‘maTuring’ THe TeCHnology
He agreed that it is almost always necessary to have some new 

technology, but added: “We try to make sure it is not too much.” Where 
it is inevitable that new technology will come in, BAA works with the 
suppliers from as early as possible to ‘prove’ (as in test) the technology 
as it develops and certainly before it is installed. 

So with the new CCTV that is going into T5, for example, BAA had 
preliminary small-scale trials at Stansted and also in T1 before putting 
it into T5. “We like to manage the process of ‘maturing the technology’ 
from as early as possible. It’s an approach we have borrowed from 
NASA.”

Further, to avoid the risk of building obsolete solutions, BAA also 
employs a strategy known as ‘last responsible moment’. “We ask 
ourselves how long can we afford to wait before making a final decision. 
So in the design of buildings, we have to safeguard options for a variety 
of technology solutions until that last responsible moment when the 
choice is made.” 

>THree levels
System integration is achieved at three levels. The first is to test the 

software interfaces, the points where systems interconnect. For this, 
BAA has an Interface Test Facility at Colnbrook, close by the airport. 
“It’s a virtual Heathrow,” Gaines said, “where we plug everything in and 
see if it works. These things are much easier to fix in a virtual world.”

The next type is end-to-end testing. “Here we check systems for their 
criticality and ensure that the relevant data flows correctly through the 
system. Importantly, we test for this both under ‘normal’ conditions and 
under ‘breakdown’ conditions.”

The third level assesses how well any given set of systems supports 
the airport’s operating processes. “This is known as interoperability 
testing. We analyse our processes and their criticality to our business 
performance.” 

For T5, all of these are precursors to the live trials, which are intended 
to ‘de-risk’ operations, and which will involve several thousand people 
and their baggage.

Gaines said BAA started the end-to-end testing in January 2007 and 
would be starting interoperability testing in March. “We will have at 
least one of everything up and running somewhere within T5 so we 
can test complete systems. From June we will increasingly be working 
in combination with BA, testing and integrating its systems with our 
systems, and the scale of the tests also grows much larger.” 

>imPaCT assessmenT
Wearing his overall LHR IT hat, Gaines said there are something 

like 320 different IT and electronic systems on the Heathrow campus. 
‘Business as usual’ means anything up to 70 projects are underway 
at any one moment where changes to systems are required. “Some 
are simple and quick, others complex and major. All these too are my 
challenges!”

Various questions arise – does altering a system in, say, T2 have any 
potential impact on T5? 

The Heathrow East project, for example, will first entail the demolition 
of T2. So any services feeding into T2, such as the fibre optic network 
and the radio base stations, will initially have to be diverted around what 
will be the work site – and then reinstated later.”  

key iT ParTners
iBm: Big Blue’s major contributions to T5 are the high-level baggage control software and that for BA’s self-
service check-in kiosks, but it has also provided Heathrow as a whole with its Airport Operations Suite. 

ultra: Extensive airport systems experience, notably in airport operational data bases. For T5 Ultra worked on 
the integration of building control and monitoring systems.

nTl: Important work with the communication and security systems.

Honeywell: Significant contribution to the building management system and life safety systems.

arup: Worked on the control and communications system and provided support to NTL and Ultra in the project 
design phases.

Baa likes to manage the process of 

‘maturing the technology’ in partnership 

with suppliers from as early as possible. it 

is an approach borrowed from nasa.
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Crossing THe 
line TogeTHer
wiTH a year To go and £336m leFT To sPend, 

THere are Two disTinCT asPeCTs remaining 

BeFore T5 is ComPleTe – FinisHing THe Build 

and ConverTing iT inTo an oPeraTing asseT. THe 

Former is THe resPonsiBiliTy oF THe T5 Head oF 

Buildings, joHn milFord. alex Boyles meT Him.

> Milford refuses to describe T5 as a logistical nightmare. He 
prefers the word “challenge”. Handing over T5A assets began last 
summer with the CIP (commercially important passenger) lounges to 
British Airways. “These will be fantastic spaces,” said Milford. “When 
passengers go into the lounges, they are going to be wowed by what 
they look like.” 

At the end of February, BA also took delivery of a purpose-built 
engineering workshop where all its IT devices will be tested before 
they are installed into the main terminal. This building, like the rest 
of the entire project, was delivered “bang on target”, Milford said. 
February also saw the first major retail area handed over to World 
Duty Free. 

In T5A alone there are 3,900 rooms, comprising 790 planning 
areas, that have to be handed over by 17 September to a range of 
stakeholders, including retail, immigration, and the security services. 
This is a challenge in itself; 30,000 contractors need to be trained in 
areas from health and safety through to how to get to their place of 
work and where the toilets are. Once complete, a six-month testing 
period will commence.

>THree PiTFalls
“Airports don’t open on time for one of three reasons,” argued 

Milford. “Failures in the systems integration process, the baggage 
system not working, and the lack of an operating licence. At other new 
airports volume is increased gradually, but we will be going from zero 
to 95% in one month so we have to prove everything.”

With just under a year to go before the terminal is due to open, 
Milford admits that his heart rate is quickening, but so far he is not 
worried. Throughout the project, the T5 team has set itself individual 
targets to self-regulate its own progress. The terminal has been 
divided into three zones - A, B and C - and the target was set, and 
met, to complete A by 28 February. 

“From zone A, we’ve got great learning for zones B and C. It 
underpins our schedule because we’ve now got real information about 
how long things take.”

>THe lasT Hurdle
The T5 project team has launched the ‘Focus on Finishing’ campaign 

to ensure that T5 doesn’t fall at the last hurdle. The campaign is 
designed to engage with the whole project team and supply chain as 
a whole.

“It’s only by crossing the line together, as a collected group, that we 
will be finished. If a stakeholder is not happy with what he gets then 
we haven’t crossed the line.” To ensure the campaign is successful, 
workers are being retained to the very end of the project since, as 
Milford says: “We will need them.”  
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unique ‘Head oF sTand’ delivery

naTurally, everyTHing in T5 Has To work in ConCerT, BuT iF one Had To 

single ouT an individual elemenT as Being uTTerly ‘mission CriTiCal’, 

iT would Have To Be THe Baggage Handling sysTem. jonaTHan adams, 

T5 Head oF Baggage, exPlained To joHn Frank-keyes wHy He is so 

ConFidenT all will Be well wiTH THe BeaTing HearT oF T5.

> The Vanderlande system – 97% 
complete at the time of writing – is 
the biggest, single-terminal baggage 
handling system in Europe, Adams 
said. “Our great advantage, of course, 
is that it is brand new, and had all the 
X-ray screening designed in from the 

very outset. This means it is all laid out correctly.” 
Uniquely, it also features ‘head of stand’ delivery for late bags and 

rapid transfers. “There’s a tunnel running to nearly every stand on the 
apron which can deliver bags direct to ground level at the rear of the 
aircraft. Of course, most bags are delivered in the standard fashion – 
but there is an eight kilometre loop that runs right round T5A and T5B 
using high-speed (10 metres per second) Destination Coded Vehicles 

(DCVs) that serves each stand. We 
think this is a unique service,” said 
Adams. (He added that the tunnel 
stubs are in place for connection to 
T5C later.)

Vanderlande T5 project director 
Henk van Helmond said the head of 
stand system should guarantee late 
bags and fast transfers will make it 
to the correct aircraft. “If anything, 
there is more risk that the passenger 
will miss the flight, rather than the 
bag.” That, of course, throws up a bag 

reconciliation issue, and van Helmond said Vanderlande had provided 
special software to address this concern.

He added that the 1325 million project will have taken 11 years 
from start to finish – five years in the development and design stages, 
including 400,000 man hours of software development, and six years 
in the installation, testing and implementation stages. 

>Proven TeCHnology
“This is a very sophisticated system,” Adams noted, “but not 

necessarily state-of-the-art. We have deliberately chosen – as part 
of our risk mitigation strategy – the best of proven technology, but 
combined it in a unique fashion.”

Van Helmond confirmed this, adding that automatic loading into 

The fully automated early bag store can 

accommodate 4,000 bags. 
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canisters using robotic arms, and RFID tracking were not employed as 
they are not deemed ‘proven’ yet. Vanderlande’s system in T5 uses the 
familiar barcode system for bag tracking.

>ConFidenCe
With the 1995 Denver BHS debacle still casting a long shadow over 

major airport baggage handling, how worried, or how confident, is 
Adams regarding the system’s performance?

“Because the whole BHS was designed at once and is integrated, we 
are very confident. We essentially have two systems running in tandem 
and this means there is a high level of built-in resilience,” he said. 

Denver used a DVC system, van Helmond added, but the software 
couldn’t cope. The DVC concept has now been adequately proven, he 
said, with successful installations in Zurich, Oslo and Schiphol.

Adams said that BAA is about to complete the second of the major 
commissioning phases. The first was achieved on time on 11 August 
2006, the second is end-March 2007 and the third and final is due 27 
September this year. Then from 28 September to the opening is the 
operational readiness testing phase.

“We haven’t compromised on the commissioning periods and we 
are doing it in sections. Then we will have very extensive operational 
trials for both systems and processes, together with further extensive 
scenario planning. We are very aware that we have got to know that it 
will fly from day one,” he added. 

>oPeraTional Trials
The operational readiness trials will include testing the system with 

up to 5,000 bags – across a wide range of different types. These will all 
be filled with clothing, papers and other typical contents, Van Helmond 
said. “We will also put in some heavy items to unbalance the bags 
deliberately – and a few surprises, too.”  

The vanderlande BHs employs the best of proven 

technology, combined in a unique manner, rather than 

unproven but cutting-edge technology as part of Baa’s 

deliberate risk mitigation strategy.

FaCTs and Figs oF THe vanderlande sysTem:

•	140	check-in	positions	and	96	fast	bag	drops
•	12	transfer	input	lines
•	Twin	Beumer	sorting	machines	capable	of	handling	up	to	 

12,000 bags per hour.
•	132	make-up	positions
•	4,000	capacity	early	bag	store
•	18	kilometres	of	conveyor	belts	operating	at	1-2	metres	per	second
•	Eight	kilometres	of	the	BAGTRAX	Destination	Coded	Vehicles	(DCV)	system	

operating at 10 metres per second
•	950 DCVs
•	27 in-line hold baggage X-ray screening machines providing 100% HBS

The BHs is being commissioned in three phases, using 

up to 5,000 coded bags containing clothing, papers and 

other typical contents. operational readiness testing is 

due to start in late september.
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suPer-sTrengTH 
ConCreTe BeneFiTs 
environmenT
THe airField layouT delivers THe sTands For T5, 

suPPorTing THe a380 down To THe a319, as well as Four 

Taxi lanes THaT will aCCess THe aProns, and Taxiways 

To THe runway. in ToTal, THere will Be 645,000sqm oF 

PavemenT. “T5 will Have more THan 50 airCraFT sTands, 

wHiCH is equivalenT To Two-THirds oF THe ToTal CurrenTly 

aT Terminals 1, 2 and 3 ComBined,” said maTT Palmer, T5 

inFrasTruCTure leader. He sPoke To ross FalConer.
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> BAA is using F7 concrete – a super-strength concrete it has 
never previously used. F6 is typically the strongest used elsewhere 
and F7 is 10 Newtons stronger (Newtons being a measure of force). 
“F7 is in the top 5% of concretes in terms of strength. The reason we 
used it is that we can make the layer thinner (typically 75mm thinner), 
which is great for the environment as we can use less aggregate and 
cement so less CO2 is emitted in its manufacture. It is the thinnest 
layer we’ve ever used. Because we’re opening a new terminal that is 
essentially fixed for 50 years, we know where the aircraft will go and 
where to put the thicker pavement. This really is a thin pavement and 
the real benefit is to the environment,” said Palmer.

Throughout the duration of the project, a total of nine million cubic 
metres of earth have been moved. Eight million cubic metres has 
been reused as backfill on site or to create the embankments for 
the M25 spur road. However, one million cubic metres of materials 
from T5’s tunnels and basements have been used to create two large 
landscaping mounds with bridleways for the local community, located 
north and south of the M25 spur road. This initiative has saved around 
250,000 truck movements between T5 and landfill sites – another 
environmental benefit. 

>‘Pouring ConCreTe 
For Five years’

There is 150,000sqm of pavement, 
or one sixth of the work, left to do. 
2,000 cubic metres of concrete are 
poured on some days. “That’s massive 
– it’s in the order of 200,000lbs,” said 
Palmer. “This is currently the largest 
paving operation, certainly in the UK 
and possibly in Europe, so the biggest 
challenge has been getting enough 
cement delivered to keep up with the 
rate at which it is being laid. It is such 
a large amount of concrete to lay – we 
have literally been pouring concrete 
for five years.” Working around 
the weather has been another big 
challenge. Good weather is needed to 
lay the pavement and this winter has 
seen a lot of rain.

>‘qualiTy BeTTer THan ever’
38 boarding bridges are being installed. They are glazed on one side 

to allow a fantastic view of the airfield. “This is quite revolutionary, 
certainly on the scale we’re doing it at T5. In everything we’ve done, 
we’ve taken best practice from BAA and elsewhere. For example, the 
fire hydrants are new from the US; they are all above ground, which 
is easier for maintenance. We have spent a lot of time and effort on 
getting the quality better than ever,” said Palmer.

PCA (pre-conditioned air) is available, which is a first for Heathrow. 
When an aircraft comes in to a stand, a large hose, 6 inches in 
diameter, can be plugged in to pump air into the cabin. When used 
with fixed electrical ground power (FEGP) it means the aircraft can 
be completely shut down when on the stand and cool air can still be 
pumped in for passengers, rather than a generator being used. This is 
particularly important in the summer and means there are no exhaust 
emissions. “It’s all an effort to help the environment,” said Palmer.  

The 38 boarding bridges 

being installed are glazed on 

one side to allow a fantastic 

view of the airfield.

nine million cubic metres 

of earth have been moved 

during the project, eight 

million of which has been 

reused as backfill on site or 

to create the embankments 

for the m25 spur road.
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‘good wayFinding 
is rarely noTiCed’

THe T5 wayFinding sTraTegy was Considered aT 

THe very Beginning oF THe design ProCess. as 

raCHel oliver, TeCHniCal leader, wayFinding, 

exPlained To ross FalConer: “a Common misTake 

is To assume wayFinding is aBouT signs. oF 

Course, signs are imPorTanT, BuT wayFinding 

sHould Be inTuiTive and a FundamenTal ParT oF 

a well-Considered design.” 

> The objective, said Oliver, is “to provide 
a seamless passenger experience based on 
good design, tried and tested methodology, best 
practice and innovation”. BAA has considered 
each passenger journey in detail, breaking down 
the journey into distinct parts such as entry to the 
terminal, travel to the concourse, pre-check-in 
orientation, check-in etc. Passenger flows and 
numbers have been extensively modelled and 
analysed. The overall approach is based on best 
practice, which led to mapping a large range of 
passenger journeys, considering different types of 
passenger and different emotional and functional 
needs – the needs and expectations of a business 
traveller will clearly differ from those of a family, 
for example. 

“From this point, we identify the specific 
wayfinding or signage needs and deliver 
only what is necessary at that stage in the 
journey, avoiding information overload 
and taking the ‘less is best’ approach. We 
consider both functional and emotional 
needs in recognition of the fact that airports 
can be stressful environments and have 
minimised the number of signs in key areas 
by introducing large ‘beacons’, which are 
navigational landmarks,” said Oliver.

The ‘black on yellow’ signing system 
has been retained as it is a tried and 
tested feature at BAA’s airports and 
many passengers will transfer from 
other terminals to T5. However, following 
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comprehensive testing, a sans serif font has been used, which has 
now become the BAA standard. “We have also redesigned our sign 
boxes and have a sign box with considerably fewer component parts; 
taken together, the new look is crisp and uncluttered,” said Oliver.

>‘sCienTiFiC, sTruCTured aPProaCH’
How would Oliver describe a successful wayfinding system? 

“Good wayfinding is rarely noticed as we all expect to find our way, 
whatever the environment. We only notice wayfinding when things 
go wrong, so I guess I would define no feedback as a success! 
More seriously, it would be a system that is fully integrated within a 
building and reflects the functional and emotional needs of all the 
building users,” she said.

The rule for signage at airports worldwide is that the local language 
is used, followed by English. As there is no obvious choice of a second 
language at BAA airports, international symbols are used to support 
the messaging. “In complex areas we are providing information in a 
number of languages and have scanned multilingual information into 
dynamic screens. We can programme the screens to deliver specific 
language messages appropriate to the point of origin of an arriving 
flight. This is particularly useful for passengers on connecting flights,” 
said Oliver.

ISO 7001 and BS 8501 are the international and British standards 
for public information symbols. Those developed by BAA for its 
own environments are tested using a process based on an ISO 
standard testing procedure. BAA is represented on both committees 
responsible for these sets of standards.

“Wayfinding involves the study of human behaviour and the 
environment. It requires a scientific and structured approach. There is 
a very wide range of organisations and individuals associated with the 
management of airports, and everyone has a view on what should be 
signed or not. The way to manage this is by using logic combined with 
an understanding of passenger behaviour and needs,” said Oliver.

The details as to how T5’s wayfinding and signage will be tested 
were, at the time of writing, being finalised. There will be a proving 
period during which airport scenarios and journeys using individuals 
unfamiliar with the airport environment will be mocked up.  
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> The ART project was actually completed 
in March 2005 – on time and under budget. 
While built by the T5 rail and tunnels team, it 
was actually handled as a project by Heathrow 
airport rather than T5. The routing and boring 
of the tunnel had to be carefully planned since 
airport stands and taxiways cannot be used 
when there is tunnelling going on beneath. 
The principal concern was to minimise 
disruption to Terminal 3.

“In essence, the ART provides the main 
airside road artery linking the existing Central 
Terminal Area with Terminal 5. In particular, 
this includes the T5 southern airside road, 
which is the most heavily used and very 
important to the operation of the terminal,” 
said Elliott.

The ART has two parallel carriageways, each 
with a single traffic lane and hard shoulder, in 

two separate tunnel bores. Each has an internal diameter of 8.2m, making them equivalent to 
the width of two fire engines and the height of a double-decker bus. The bores are connected 
by a series of cross-passages to ensure safe evacuation in the event of an accident.

Elliott said: “The ART will handle inter-terminal connecting passengers, allowing them to 
travel by coach below the apron level. It gives a smooth, effectively congestion-free journey 
and minimises disruption to the airport as well. If there was no ART, vehicles would have 
to do taxiway crossings over the apron, resulting in potential disruption to aircraft ground 
movement.”

>minimising journey Times
When T5 opens there will be no automatic baggage connection between T5 and the Central 

Terminal Area, although safeguarding has been made for this at a future date. Vehicles carrying 
inter-terminal connecting baggage between the Central Terminal Area and T5 will be able to 
use the ART and connect with the southern airside road.

“The other benefit it does allow – and has allowed already – is the movement of passengers 
to and from the early T5 remote stands by coach. This is primarily done from Terminal 3 at the 
moment and, as such, has actually given the airport a benefit already,” said Elliott.

As well as the transportation of coached passengers, the ART allows vehicle access to stands 
on the western apron for the servicing of aircraft.  

arT – THe main 
airside arTery

THe airside road Tunnel (arT) – BriTain’s 

sevenTH longesT road Tunnel – Provides 

a viTal link BeTween T5 and THe CenTral 

Terminal area (Terminals 1, 2 and 3). Head 

oF develoPmenT CHris ellioTT ouTlined iTs 

imPorTanCe To ross FalConer.
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Believe THe HyPe, and THe air TransPorT indusTry is 

resPonsiBle For all THe world’s ClimaTe ills, BuT THe 

environmenT and susTainaBiliTy Have Been key waTCHwords 

THrougHouT THe T5 ProjeCT. Baa’s CHrisTian Bonard and 

george adams oF ameC exPlained How T5 HelPs uPHold THe 

airPorT oPeraTor’s soCial resPonsiBiliTies, and walked 

alex Boyles THrougH a very ConsideraTe ProjeCT. 

> Bonard, T5 environment manager, said: “The vision was to build 
T5 in both an environmentally and socially responsible way, compliant 
with BAA’s environmental commitments.” This was the remit for both 
the construction and the operation of the terminal.

Amec was assigned the task of adding value through every step 
of the T5 delivery programme. “We focused on the efficiency of the 
engineering solution,” explained Adams, the company’s chief engineer, 
“by taking a holistic approach to the building design and maximising the 
amount of construction transferred to offsite facilities.” 

‘a very 
ConsideraTe 
ProjeCT’
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service for suppliers and contractors throughout the development programme.
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several measures 

were taken during 

construction to 

ensure that as 

few of Heathrow’s 

neighbours were 

disturbed as possible.

This modularised approach, and the completion of a significant 
amount of the work offsite, reduced the impact on the local 
environment. “We deliberately commissioned work to be completed in 
areas of low employment. A further benefit of doing so much offsite 
was that it cut six months off the length of the programme,”  
Adams added. 

From the outset, it was recognised that materials specification at 
T5 had the potential to affect the environment 
due to the range and volume being procured. 
To address this, BAA led a strategy to 
minimise the use of environmentally sensitive 
materials throughout construction. As a result, 
emissions of greenhouse gases HCFC and HFC 
have been minimised, as has the use of PVC, 
and Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) timber 
has been used. 

>wasTe noT, wanT noT
85% of waste on the project has been 

recovered due predominantly to the 
segregation of materials during construction. 
Nine million cubic metres of earth was moved 
during the project and re-used as backfill 
and for landscaping. Over 300,000 tonnes 
of waste concrete has been processed into 
aggregate and re-used on site in addition to 80,000 tonnes of recycled 
and secondary aggregate sourced from other projects. Crushed 
green glass from domestic recycling banks has been used in the 
construction of temporary sites and pulverised fuel ash from power 
stations was used in the manufacture of the concrete on site.

Water for non-potable use is sourced through rainwater harvesting 
and groundwater boreholes, reducing the demand on the public water 
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supply by 70%. The harvesting scheme 
reuses up to 85% of the rainfall that falls on 
the T5 campus by abstracting water from 
the lake to which the surface water drainage 
discharges. A pipeline installed within the 
surface water outfall tunnel takes the water 
back to the energy centre, where it is treated 
for re-use. 

The terminal itself is glazed on all facades, 
reducing the need for artificial lighting. 
South-facing facades benefit from louvres, 
angled in a way that prevents the summer 
sun from penetrating the building, but allows 
in the weaker winter sun. 

Significantly, Adams explained, waste 
heat from the existing combined heat and 
power station at Heathrow is delivered to T5 
through an underground pipeline, providing 
T5 with 85% of its heat on demand. 

Inside the terminal, a digitally addressable 
lighting interface (DALI system) will be used 
to control the lighting. Individual lights can 
be turned on, off or dimmed according to the 
requirements of an area at a particular time 
of day or during certain weather conditions. 
The baggage systems and escalators benefit 
from variable speed drives, slowing down the 
systems when not in use. 

Energy efficient fittings have been 
specified throughout the terminal building 
and centrally chilled water, supplied by 
zero-carbon-rated ammonia chillers in a 
purpose-built T5 energy centre, will be used 
to cool the building, limiting the need for 
individually chilled air conditioning units 
and refrigerators. A further feature of the 
energy services is the use of variable flow 
technology such as pumps and fans in the 
pipework system, providing utilities only 
when they are needed.

>wHaTever will THe 
neigHBours say?

Many measures were taken during 
construction to ensure that as few of 
Heathrow’s neighbours were disturbed 
as possible. For example, to protect the 
quality of the air and reduce the generation 
of dust, the main haul routes were laid with 
tarmac and cleaned regularly, while non-
tarmac roads were frequently compacted 
and bladed to maintain a firm surface and 
dampened down during hot, dry or windy 
weather. Speed limits were also imposed 
on site to minimise particles becoming 
airborne.

Steps have also been taken to make sure 

that once T5 is fully operational its impact 
is minimised. To combat the effects of 
noise a specially designed wavy wall to 
reflect the noise from taxiing aircraft has 
been constructed at the southwest corner 
of the airport. A landscaped bund adjacent 
to the western perimeter road also helps 
contain noise.

To reduce emissions and protect local air 
quality, fixed electrical ground power (FEGP) 
and preconditioned air will be provided at all 
pier stands, negating the need for aircraft 
to keep their engines idling to run their 
power supply and their air conditioning 
units. To protect watercourses, hydrocarbon 
interceptors have been installed at the heads 
of stands to capture any spills during aircraft 
refuelling.

Surface water runoff from the site is 
carried along a 4km tunnel to nearby 
Clockhouse Lane Lake. To ensure that only 
unpolluted water is released into the lake, 
water passes through sediment traps and oil 
interceptors. The water is then automatically 

monitored and if found to be contaminated, 
it is transferred to a nearby holding lagoon 
where it can be treated  

>40,000 FisH…
Two rivers, the Duke of Northumberland 

and the Longford, which previously ran 
through tunnels under the runways and 
through the middle of the site, were diverted 
during the initial stages of the project. Two 
new channels were created around the 
western perimeter, ensuring that 95% of the 
rivers flowed in open channels to maximise 
ecological value. Sediment from the old 
rivers, rich in macro-invertebrates, was 
collected and put into the new channels to 
kick-start the ecology, and recycled timber 
and stone gabions were installed inside 
the channels to replicate natural river 
flows and eddies. In total, 24 water voles 
and over 40,000 fish were captured and 
relocated, and over 1,000 freshwater mussels 
were collected and put into the new river 
channels.  
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> Soaring 87m high above the airfield, the iconic 
new air traffic control tower dominates the skyline 
from almost every vantage point and signifies a 
new chapter for NATS Heathrow.

Martyn Jeffery, general manager, NATS, and 
his team are responsible for the safe arrival and 
departure of up to 100 flights an hour, 365 days 
a year – more than any other airport in Europe, 
moving more than 65 million passengers a year.

The present tower, situated between Terminals 
1, 2 and 3, has been operational since 1955 but is 
too small to meet the future requirements of the 
world’s busiest international airport. Several years 
of planning and preparation will soon culminate in 
the transfer of air traffic control from the old tower 
to the new. “Everyone will be proud to look at this new 
control tower and say ‘I was part of that!’ We’re all 
very excited about moving, but many staff have 
worked here for a number of years and will be 
sorry to leave,” said Jeffery. 

> eleCTroniCs To rePlaCe PaPer
Situated in the centre of the airfield 

adjacent to Terminal 3, the new tower 
stands over double the height of 
the existing one and, combined 
with floor to ceiling windows, 
gives Heathrow’s air traffic 
controllers a panoramic 
view of proceedings. Fitted 
out with all the latest 
technology, controllers 

reaCH For THe sky

have undertaken an extensive training programme, 
including spending time in a state-of-the-art 360° 

wrap-around simulator to gain familiarity with 
new systems and the new view. One of the main 
differences between the old and new towers, 
apart from the view, is that controllers will no 
longer use the traditional and long-standing 
paper flight progress strips. Instead they will use 

electronic flight progress strips to manage vital 
information about the aircraft they are controlling. 

“It’s such a fantastic facility to work in – a 
tribute to the project teams that have worked 
so hard to produce a world-beating tower. It will 

provide a platform for the future developments 
planned at Heathrow and we are all looking forward  
to moving.”

In order to minimise movement in strong winds, 
the mast is secured by three cables and also 

contains a computer-controlled active mass 
damper system. Jeffery said that it is very 

effective. “I’ve been up there in some  
very strong winds and you can’t feel  

any movement.” 

iT migHT Be anoTHer year BeFore T5 oPens, BuT HeaTHrow’s 

skyline Has already CHanged Beyond reCogniTion. 

siTuaTed in the centre of the 

airfield, the new tower stands over 

double the height of the existing 

one and, combined with floor 

to ceiling windows, gives 

Heathrow’s air traffic 

controllers a panoramic 

view of proceedings.
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a TouCH oF Class
THere is liTTle douBT THaT T5 is someTHing sPeCial – BuT arora 

is Planning To maTCH iT wiTH a seriously imPressive HoTel. 

>Scheduled to open as soon after T5 
as possible, the building is rising from the 
ground fast. John Donaldson, sales and 
marketing director of Arora International 
Hotels, which has secured the franchise 
for London Heathrow Sofitel, boasts the 
hotel will be the most accessible place on 
earth. “Not only it is on the doorstep of one 
of the world’s biggest airports, the lines of 
the Heathrow Express to Paddington and 
the Piccadilly Line are right underneath. 
We will be closer to central London than 
Hammersmith or Kensington. you couldn’t 
get from either to the heart of the city in 20 
minutes. From us you will be able to.” 

The expanding congestion charge and the 
airport’s proximity to the M25 gives his vision 
a further dimension. 

Although a building site at the moment, the 
hotel promises glamour at every turn. When 
finished, it will be four stories tall but there 
will also be three more underground. In total 
600 rooms will be available. Four standards 
of room will be on offer: superior, deluxe, 
executive and suite, and although planned to 
be a 4* hotel the T5 Sofitel is being designed 
to meet the expectations of those used to, and 

who can afford to pay for, 5* quality. 
Donaldson wants to take the best of the 

central hotels and bring it to Heathrow. The 
£180m being invested in the building signals 
Arora’s intent, but by positioning the hotel as 
a flagship for the UK, the group is confident 
that a return will be delivered sooner rather 
than later. “We want it to be the best first 
and last impression for Olympic teams in 
2012, for the Ryder Cup team departing 
for America in 2009, and for presidential 
delegations.”

Fine dining restaurants will be available. 
In the public areas visitors will find a global 
food theatre, a tea salon and a style bar as 
well as several top-end retail opportunities. 
For guests, a spa and relaxation zone, a 
cinema and a library will be on offer.

The hotel will have a physical link to the 
terminal via an atrium and, through closely 
working with BAA, the Sofitel will benefit 
from the same innovative passenger flows as 
T5. “We’ve had joined up thinking with BAA 
and British Airways on this project from the 
very beginning. This is a real opportunity to 
create something special on a grand scale,” 
said Donaldson. 

john donaldson, executive director of sofitel london Heathrow: “we have been in constant dialogue 

to design a hotel that meets the needs of tomorrow’s business and leisure traveller. its position as the 

third largest meeting and event venue in the uk will enable the hotel to attract exhibitions, meetings and 

events that may otherwise have gone to other international destinations.”
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The world’s leader in 
parking management 

and services
Central Airport
Central Parking System has experience in operating car parks and courtesy 
transfers at over 30 airports in the United Kingdom, United States and the 
Continent.  These operations all include the day-to-day management of the 
parking facilities as well as the full complement of parking related products.




